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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net

since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (1)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥
� ⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) , (2)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM , (3)

where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (4)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥

�⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b)� µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM) , (5)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM �S�1µ̇(⌅DM �⌅⇥) . (6)

The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.

The CMB cannot be explained  
with baryonic DM only

A consequence of Silk damping (Nature, 1966)
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Fig. 9.— (left) Upper limits on the present abundance of PBHs. The thick lines are the results obtained in the present work. The solid
lines show the upper limits using WMAP3 data (CMB anisotropies) for two values of the black hole duty cycle fduty = 1 and 0.1. The
dashed lines show the limits using FIRAS data (CMB spectral distortions) at 95% and 68% confidence. The other lines refer to previous
upper limits from microlensing (EROS and MACHO experiments) and dynamical constraints (see introduction). (Right) Upper limits on
the abundance of PBHs at the epoch of their formation β as a function of their mass. We assume that the mass of PBHs is a fraction fHor
of the mass of the horizon at the epoch of their formation. The thick curves show the upper limits obtained in the present work and the
thin dotted curve are limits from the EROS collaboration (microlensing experiment).

Thompson scattering to τe ∼ 0.2. Since the scalar spec-
tral index ns and the amplitude of density fluctuations
As and σ8 are correlated to τe, their best fits also increase
to ns ∼ 1 and σ8 ∼ 0.9. PBHs in this mass range may be
produced in two-stage inflationary models designed to fit
the low WMAP quadrupole (Kawasaki et al. 2006). We
emphasize again that this effect is more general than the
specific case of PBHs discussed in this paper. Any mech-
anism or energy source that modifies the standard recom-
bination history may affect the estimate of cosmological
parameters in a way similar to that discussed here.

Our results are in contradiction with the suggestion
that MACHOs are PBHs with mass ∼ 0.1 − 1 M⊙ and
fpbh ∼ 0.2 (Alcock et al. 2000). Such a PBH population
would produce spectral distortions incompatible with FI-
RAS data.

The luminous QSOs found by SLOAN at z ∼ 6 are
thought to be powered by 108 − 109 M⊙ SMBHs. It
is difficult to produce such massive black holes starting
from small seeds by gas accretion because the age of the
universe at z = 6 is a few tens the Salpeter accretion
timescale. A few massive PBHs or numerous less mas-
sive PBHs may help explain the origin of SMBHs at high
redshift and in present day galaxies by producing rela-
tively massive “seeds”. Are the upper limits on the num-
ber of PBHs derived in this work compatible with this
scenario? The fraction of mass in SMBHs today is ap-
proximately Ωsmbh/Ωdm ∼ 2.13 × 10−5 (Gebhardt et al.
2000; Ricotti & Ostriker 2004). For PBHs with mass
> 1000 M⊙ we found fpbh = Ωpbh/Ωdm

<∼ 10−6/fduty.
Hence, assuming that only a fraction Fagn ≤ 1 of PBHs
is incorporated into SMBHs and grows by gas accre-
tion by a factor Xacc ≥ 1 we have: fpbhXaccFagn ∼
2 × 10−5 or XaccFagn

>∼ 20fduty. The most massive
PBHs have Fagn → 1 because they spiral in to the
centers of galaxies by dynamical friction on a shorter
timescale (tfric/tH(z) ∼ 0.02Mhalo(z)/Mpbh, where tH
is the Hubble time) and because they may accrete gas
more efficiently. Hence, for fduty ∼ 3% and Fagn = 1
we find Xacc

>∼ 1 indicating that even scenarios with
negligible mass accretion onto PBHs (i.e., only growth
through mergers) are consistent with the observed mass

in SMBHs today.
Less massive PBHs have lower probability for growing

to masses typical of SMBHs because the Bondi accretion
rate is ∝ M2. However, the upper limit on the abun-
dance of PBHs increases steeply with decreasing mass
for Mpbh < 1000 M⊙. Thus, although a smaller fraction
of the seed PBHs can grow substantially, the number of
seeds available can be much larger. PBHs with masses
smaller than 100 M⊙, assuming Bondi type accretion
from the ISM of a typical high-z galaxy, are unlikely to
accrete rapidly enough to grow to SMBH masses in less
than 1 Gyr, even if they constitute a few per cent of the
dark matter (Kuranov et al. 2007; Pelupessy et al. 2007;
Ricotti & Köckert 2007).

The increased fractional ionization of the cosmic gas
produced by non-standard recombination also increases
the primordial molecular hydrogen abundance to xH2

∼
10−4 − 10−5 after redshift z ∼ 100. This value is be-
tween ten and one hundred times larger than the stan-
dard value, xH2

∼ 10−6, obtained neglecting PBHs. The
increase of the cosmic Jeans mass due to X-ray heating
is negligible for models consistent with the CMB data.
Therefore, the formation rate of the first galaxies and
stars may be enhanced if a population of PBHs exists.
Several aspects of first-star and galaxy- formation physics
would be affected by the enhanced molecular fraction:
(i) the mass of the first stars may be reduced due to
formation of HD molecules (Nagakura & Omukai 2005);
(ii) the intergalactic medium would be optically thick
to H2 photo-dissociating radiation in the Lyman-Werner
bands, allowing molecular hydrogen to survive in the low
density IGM even at relatively low redshifts z ∼ 10− 15;
(iii) the epoch of domination of the first stars and galax-
ies would probably start earlier and perhaps last longer.
The number of first galaxies that remain completely dark
would be reduced. It is not obvious that the star forma-
tion efficiency and other internal properties of the first
galaxies would be affected because feedback effects such
as photo-evaporation from internal sources and SN ex-
plosions are probably dominant (Ricotti et al. 2002a,b).
We leave quantitative calculations on the impact of PBHs
on the formation of the first galaxies to a future work.

LIGO
Ways to evade CMB limits

But we still need some sort of dark matter  
(at least ~ a collisionless fluid) 

arXiv:1612.05644

> 100 Msol ruled out as main DM component
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FIG. 4. Upper limits on the velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section at 95% confidence level for DM annihilation to
bb̄ (left) and ⌧+⌧� (right). Limits for each DES candidate dSph, as well as the combined limits (dashed red line) from the
eight new candidates are shown. Here we assume that each candidate is a dSph and use an estimate of the J-factor based on
photometric data (see text). For reference, we show the current best limits derived from a joint analysis of fifteen previously
known dSphs with known J-factors (black curve) [19].
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4.4. Future projects and complementarity

Existing results and projected sensitivities for the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon interactions as a
function of the WIMP mass are summarized in Figure 3, adapted from [91]. In spite of observed anomalies
in a handful of experiments, that could be interpreted as due to WIMPs, albeit not consistently, we have
no convincing evidence of a direct detection signal induced by galactic dark matter. Considering LUX’s
lack of a signal in 85.3 live-days⇥118 kg of liquid xenon target, excluding ⇠33GeV WIMPs with interaction
strengths above 7.6⇥10�46cm2, it becomes clear that, at the minimum, ton-scale experiments are required
for a discovery above the 5-sigma confidence level (unless the WIMP is lighter than ⇠10GeV, where larger
cross sections are feasible). Several large-scale direct detection experiments are in their planning phase and
will start science runs within this decade.

Figure 3: Summary for spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon scattering results. Existing
limits from the noble gas dark matter ex-
periments ZEPLIN-III [69], XENON10 [71],
XENON100 [75], and LUX [39], along with
projections for DarkSide-50 [85], LUX [39],
DEAP3600 [90], XENON1T, DarkSide G2,
XENONnT (similar sensitivity as the LZ
project [92], see text) and DARWIN [93] are
shown. DARWIN is designed to probe the
entire parameter region for WIMP masses
above ⇠6GeV/c2, until the neutrino back-
ground (yellow region) will start to dominate
the recoil spectrum. Experiments based on the
mK cryogenic technique such as SuperCDMS
[94] and EURECA [95] have access to lower
WIMP masses. Figure adapted from [91].

The next phase in the LUX program, LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ), foresees a 7 t LXe detector in the same SURF
infrastructure, with an additional scintillator veto to suppress the neutron background. Construction is
expected to start in 2014, and operation in 2016, with the goal of reaching a sensitivity of 2⇥10�48cm2 after
three years of data taking [92]. The upgrade of XENON1T, XENONnT, is to increase the sensitivity by
another order of magnitude, thus also reaching 2⇥10�48cm2. While much of the XENON1T infrastructure
will be reused, the inner detector will be designed and constructed once XENON1T is taking science data,
with planned operation between 2018-2021. The XMASS collaboration plans a 5 t (1 t fiducial) single-phase
detector after its current phase, with greatly reduced backgrounds and an aimed sensitivity of ⇠10�46cm2.
In its second stage, PandaX will operate a total of 1.5 t LXe as WIMP target, with ⇠1 t xenon in the fiducial
volume. All sub-systems of the existing experiment, with the exception of the central TPC, are designed to
accommodate the larger target mass [83]. The DarkSide collaboration plans a 5 t LAr dual-phase detector,
with 3.3 t as active target mass, in the existing neutron and muon veto at LNGS. The aimed sensitivity is
10�47cm2 [96].

DARk matter WImp search with Noble liquids (DARWIN) is an initiative to build an ultimate, multi-ton
dark matter detector at LNGS [97, 93]. Its primary goal is to probe the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross section down to the 10�49 cm2 region for ⇠50GeV/c2 WIMPs, as shown in Figure 3. It would thus
explore the experimentally accessible parameter space, which will be finally limited by irreducible neutrino
backgrounds. Should WIMPs be discovered by an existing or near-future experiment, DARWIN will measure
WIMP-induced nuclear recoil spectra with high-statistics, constraining the mass and the scattering cross
section of the dark matter particle [98, 99]. Other physics goals of DARWIN are the first real-time detection
of solar pp-neutrinos with high statistics and the search for the neutrinoless double beta decay [27]. The
latter would establish whether the neutrino is its own anti-particle, and can be detected via 136Xe, which
has a natural abundance of 8.9% in xenon.
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WIMPs Particle of a 3 keV

DM particles need to be massive (there are exceptions) 
but we can’t distinguish WDM from CDM yet.

This assumes no DM interaction! 

C.B, J. Schewtschenko et al, MNRAS
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mDM & 3keV
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primordial 
fluctuations

DM collisions

decoupling

DM free-streaming

Fluctuations first erased by collisional damping then free-streaming
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“Real” Physics

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

Both effects together!

Collisional damping free-streaming
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3 parameters
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�, mDM , teq

tdec(DM) = 1/�dec
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3 characteristic times/scale-factors ====>> 6 DM configurations

11/10/2009 Celine Boehm 136

Lecture 3: damping

Scale factors

equalityNon-relativisticDecoupling

How to compute the damping of any generic candidate?
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How to compute the damping of any generic candidate?
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self-interacting DM

keV MeV

Many more DM scenarios than has been explored already
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DM can be light, interacting and behave almost like WDM
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Questioning the relic density argument
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DM can be light!

dark photons/Z’ 
DM can be light!

Hut, Lee&Weinberg 77 can DM be lighter than GeV? no but…!
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Damping
“Real” Physics
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Collisional (Silk) damping in modern Cosmology
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net

since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (1)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥
� ⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) , (2)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM , (3)

where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
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The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
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The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].
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DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net
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Translation in terms of  Cosmological perturbations

without DM interactions with DM interactions

collisional damping length

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)
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http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0012504
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Dark Oscillations

Structure formation is sensitive to DM interactions!

e.g. DM-photon interactions

astro-ph/0406355
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FIG. 3: A comparison between the T T angular power spectra for the maximally allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), and the
9-year WMAP [3] and one-year Planck [41] best-fit data. Also plotted are the full 3-year data from the SPT [4] and ACT [5] telescopes. On
the left, we see a suppression of power with respect to WMAP-9 and Planck for ⇤& 3000 and on the right, we give our prediction for the T T
component of the angular power spectrum at high ⇤.
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FIG. 4: The effect of DM–⌅ interactions on the B-modes of the
angular power spectrum, where the strength of the interaction
is characterised by u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a

constant ⇧DM�⌅) and we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters
from Ref. [41]. The data points are the recent B-mode polarisation
measurements from the SPT experiment, where SPTpol 1, SPTpol
2 and SPTpol 3 refer to (Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150, (Ê95⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150 and
(Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150

⇥ respectively in Ref. [54]. For the maximally
allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), we see a
deviation from the Planck best-fit �CDM model for ⇤ & 500 and a
significant suppression of power for larger ⇤.

Fig. 1) and the matter power spectrum (see Fig. 5). While the
overall effect is small for u . 10�4, if we consider ⇤ & 500,
one can use the B-modes alone combined with the first-season
SPTpol data [54] to effectively rule out u & 5⇥10�3. In fact,
future polarisation data from e.g. SPT [4], POLARBEAR [55]
and SPIDER [56] could be sensitive enough to distinguish
u ⌅ 10�5 from �CDM.

Finally, the matter power spectrum may provide us with
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FIG. 5: The influence of DM–⌅ interactions on the matter power
spectrum, where the strength of the interaction is characterised by
u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a constant ⇧DM�⌅) and

we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters from Ref. [41]. The
new coupling produces (power-law) damped oscillations at large
scales, reducing the number of small-scale structures, thus allowing
the cross section to be constrained. For allowed (constant) DM–⌅
cross sections (u . 10�4), significant damping effects are restricted
to the non-linear regime (k & 0.2 h Mpc�1).

an even stronger limit on the DM–⌅ interaction cross section
(see Fig. 5). The pattern of oscillations together with the
suppression of power at small scales, as noticed already in
Ref. [33], could indeed constitute an interesting signature.
The observability of such an effect depends on the non–linear
evolution of the matter power spectrum (for which k &
0.2 h Mpc�1). Typically, one would expect it to be somewhat
intermediate between cold and warm dark matter (WDM)

astro-ph/0112522

Understanding the nature of DM



Understanding the nature of DM

same evolution as for WDM 

astro-ph/0309652



DM-neutrino interactions
R. Wilkinson, CB, J. Lesgourgues arXiv:1401.7597

astro-ph/0606190, arXiv:0911.4411,arXiv:astro-ph/0406355, arXiv:1310.2376, arXiv:astro-ph/0202496 [astro-ph], arXiv:1311.2937 
[astro-ph.CO], arXiv:1207.3124 [astro-ph.CO],  arXiv:1209.5752 [astro-ph.CO], arXiv:1212.6007

Céline Boehm



Higher H0 (shorter lifetime of the Universe)  
because of the additional source of damping!

DM-nu interactions

Planck

CMB alone

arXiv:1401.7597

Impact on cosmological parameters



C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek

The Milky Way for interacting DM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek


C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

arXiv:1404.7012



C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

The local Universe constrains Particle Physics interactions!!!
(factor 100 better than CMB)

arXiv:1412.4905
arXiv:1512.06774 

(same with neutrinos)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1412.4905
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1512.06774


Numbers of MW satellite galaxies

CDM prediction is  
well above observation

Interacting DM agrees  
with observation Too many interactions

C.B, J. Schewtschenko, R. Wilkinson, C. Baugh, S. Pascoli, 
arXiv:1404.7012

small satellites Sterilise the MW!Solve the MW satellite problem!
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Figure 8. The mass-concentration concentration–mass rela-
tion (top) shows a mass-dependence for both interacting DM
�CDM, ⌫CDM and WDM, which develops at scales below
⇠ 1011 h�1M�. These models are indistinguishable from CDM
for more massive haloes. This deviation in the concentration de-
pends strongly on the interaction cross-section (middle) and be-
comes slightly smaller at higher redshifts (bottom). The data
points are the median values for the mass bins ranging from
4⇥109 h�1 M� to 1011 h�1 M�, while the shaded regions mark
the 95% CL, given the underlying scatter in the halo sample set
(small dots in the top plot). The error bars mark the 20% to 80%
interval for this distribution.
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Figure 9. The mass-spin spin–mass relation (top) shows a
mass-dependence for both interacting DM �CDM, ⌫CDM and
WDM, which develops at scales below ⇠ 1011 h�1M�. These
models are indistinguishable from CDM for more massive haloes.
This spin reduction on small scales depends on the interaction
cross-section (middle) while the relative deviation from standard
CDM remains constant over time (bottom). The data points are
the median values for the mass bins ranging from 4⇥109 h�1 M�
to 1011 h�1 M�, while the shaded regions mark the 95% CL,
given the underlying scatter in the halo sample set (small dots in
the top plot). The error bars mark the 20% to 80% interval for
this distribution.
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Differences with CDM
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LSS in the Universe  
are modified too! 

lengths 100/h Mpc and 300/h Mpc
10243 particles

arXiv:1404.7012

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1404.7012


Fundamental Cosmology - Fuerteventura - Jan 6th, 2014The eBOSS Survey

eBOSS Review - Dec 12th, 2013 15McGreer/Green/Georgakakis – QSO Science

Connection to BOSS – evolution of QLF 
shape

low redshift Ats are from 
boss21+MMT data

match BOSS quasars in 
luminosity at 1 < z < 2

Quasar science
•Quasar luminosity function

•extend DR7 measurements to 
fainter quasars

•Luminosity dependence of bias and 
HOD

•auto-correlation of quasars

•cross-correlation with galaxy 
samples

•Rich data set of quasar spectra

•BH virial mass estimates

•Composite spectra

7

eBOSS Review - Dec 12th, 2013 3McGreer/Green/Georgakakis – QSO Science

eBOSS in context: exponential growth in 
survey scale 

• PG per sq. deg.

• LBQS in two plates

• 2dF per week

• SDSS per year

eBOSS will be:

Courtesy JP Kneib

Future LSS experiments can set strong bounds 
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With DESI we gain a factor 10

It will be amazing to see what  LSST brings …

arXiv:1505.06735 
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Other Dark Matter interactions



1512.05349

Dark Matter - Dark radiation



4 M.-Y. Wang et al.

Figure 1. Large-scale DM clustering in CDM (left) and DDM with Γ−1 = 40 Gyr, Vk = 100 km/s (right) of a 10 h−1 Mpc deep slice in the 50 ×

50 h−2 Mpc2 cosmological box at z = 0. The color scheme indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density to emphasize the locations of dense
structures, such as halos within filaments. The large-scale structure of the CDM and DDM simulations are virtually identical.

Figure 2. Small-scale structure in a Milky Way mass halo (Z12) in CDM (left) and DDM models with Γ−1 = 40 Gyr and Vk = 100 km/s (middle) and Γ−1

= 10 Gyr and Vk = 20 km/s (right) within 260 kpc of the halo centers at z = 0. The color scheme indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density in
order to emphasize the dense structures such as the host halo interiors and the associated subhalos. The DDM halos have slightly more diffuse central regions.
The abundance and structure of subhalos are altered significantly compared to CDM in both of the DDM simulations presented.

light daughters have no effect on halo properties, and they have neg-
ligible effect on the expansion rate of the Universe and the growth
of structure, even at late times, because their abundance is strongly
suppressed by the small mass loss fraction (Wang & Zentner 2012).

In order to make a direct comparison with prior simula-
tions, we used the same initial conditions for both our uniform
resolution simulations (B50) and our zoom simulations (Z12) as
Rocha et al. (2013). Moreover, we included a higher-resolution ver-
sion of the same Galactic halo zoom-in simulation (Z13) with
∼ 1/8 times smaller particle mass for the highest resolution re-
gion in order to test convergence and to study the detailed inter-
nal structures of Galactic subhalos. All simulations have the same
initial conditions as the fiducial CDM run starting at z = 250.
The cosmology used is based on WMAP7 results with ΩM=0.266,

ΩΛ=0.734, ns=0.963, h=0.71, and σ8=0.801. In each case, we have
identified halos using the publicly available Amiga Halo Finder
(AHF) (Knollmann & Knebe 2009) code. The halo radius can be
defined as the radius of a sphere within which the average density
is∆vir times larger than the background density ρb of the Universe:

Mvir = 4π/3ρb∆vir(z)r
3
vir, (1)

where the ∆vir(z) depends on both the redshift and the given cos-
mology (Bryan & Norman 1998). The maximum circular veloc-
ity, Vmax, of a test particle within a halo is given by Vmax ≡
max{[GM(< R) = R]1/2}. The maximum circular velocity is
achieved at a radius of Rmax. For an NFW profile, it is useful to
note that the escape speed from the center of a halo is related to the
maximum circular velocity by Vesc ≈ 3Vmax.

1406.0527

Late-time interactions



“Astrometric” Science with Theia



More than 200 participants

Open observatory (15 %)

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Faint objects in motion : the new astrometry frontier
Proposal for a medium size mission opportunity in ESA’s science programme (M5) mission

Theia lead proposer :  Prof Céline Bœhm
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sub-Micro arcsecond precision + photometry (optical, 350-1000nm)

22 countries: UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Poland, 
Portugal,Sweden, The Netherlands, Hungary, Greece, Denmark, Austria, 
Finland, USA, Brazil, China, Canada, India, Israel, Japan.

fields of observations fixed by a call prior to the mission

Relative Astrometry ; point and stare

complementary science 



THEIA
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Faint objects in motion : the new astrometry frontier
Proposal for a medium size mission opportunity in ESA’s science programme (M5) mission

Theia lead proposer :  Prof Céline Bœhm
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Dark Matter (70% of observational time)

Exoplanets

Neutron stars

Medium-size successor of Gaia 
Historically motivated by exoplanets 
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Faint objects in motion : the new astrometry frontier
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Faint objects in motion : the new astrometry frontier
Proposal for a medium size mission opportunity in ESA’s science programme (M5) mission

Theia lead proposer :  Prof Céline Bœhm
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The 1000 brightest stars in Draco 
have magnitudes R = 17.5 to 20.5  

Draco  seen in one single shot 

R < 22 stars in dwarfs such 
as Draco and Ursa Minor  
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Faint objects in motion : the new astrometry frontier
Proposal for a medium size mission opportunity in ESA’s science programme (M5) mission
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Degeneracy between the radial 
DM profile and orbital anisotropy 
quantifies whether stellar orbits 
are more radial or more tangen- 
tial in the Jeans equation (Binney 
& Mamon 1982). 

Pessimistic case (CCDs)

Adding proper motions 
can help removing these 
degeneracies!
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We can tell how DM is distributed 
and discriminate between cusp/core

distributions

Theia can probe self-interactions 

Dark Matter 
in dSphs

CDM halos can be heated by bursty star 
formation inside the stellar half light radius 
R1/2, if star formation proceeds for long enough. 

Some dSphs like Fornax have formed stars for 
almost a Hubble time and so should have large 
central dark matter cores, while others, like 
Draco and Ursa Major2 should retain their 
steep central dark matter cusp. 
But it depends on the DM nature.





• v > vesc ~ 500 km/s 
• > 20 known today  
• Too far/too faint to be seen by Gaia 
• Likely originate from Galactic Center 
 ⇒ trajectories (transverse motions) measure shape of MW potential

10 µas/yr accuracy required    Gnedin+05 
Theia → axis ratios to ∆(c/a) = 0.05 

oblate spherical prolate 
(ΛCDM)

THEIA
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Dark Matter 
Triaxiality of halos

Hypervelocity stars
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2 SCIENCE CASE

Fig. 2.6: Face-on view of the evolution of the perturbation of a Galactic Disc due to a DM subhalo of mass 3% of the
mass of the disc crossing the disc from above. The upper and lower panels are before and after the crossing, respectively,
for different times 125, 75 and 25 Myr before the crossing and 25,75,125 Myr after (from left to right). The mean
displacement amplitude is indicated in the color bar, while the contours indicate the amplitude of the bending mode
in velocity space, using plain lines for positive values and dashed lines for negative values. The green line shows the
projected orbit of the subhalo (dashed line after the impact with the disc). The green triangle shows the current location
of the subhalo on its orbit. The red lines are our potential lines of sight for Theia, spaced by 10� in longitude with one
pointing above the plane and one below the plane, that would allow us to map the disc perturbation behind the Galactic
Center.

spectrum of initial density fluctuations. This spectrum
is observed on large scales in the cosmic microwave
background and the large scale structure of galaxies,
but is very poorly constrained on scales smaller than
2 Mpc. This severely restricts our ability to probe the
physics of the early Universe. Theia can provide a new
window on these small scales by searching for astro-
metric microlensing events caused by ultra-compact
minihalos (UCMHs) of DM.

UCMHs form shortly after matter domination (at
z ⇠ 1000), in regions that are initially overdense
(dr/r > 0.001; Ricotti & Gould 2009). UCMHs only
form from fluctuations about a factor of 100 larger than
their regular cosmological counterparts, so their dis-
covery would indicate that the primordial power spec-
trum is not scale invariant. This would rule out the
single-field models of inflation that have dominated
the theoretical landscape for the past thirty years. Con-
versely, the absence of UCMHs can be used to es-
tablish upper bounds on the amplitude of the primor-
dial power spectrum on small scales (Bringmann et al.
2012), which would rule out inflationary models that
predict enhanced small-scale structure (Aslanyan et al.
2016).

Like standard DM halos, UCMHs are too diffuse
to be detected by regular photometric microlensing

searches for MAssive Compact Halo Objects (MA-
CHOs). Because they are far more compact than stan-
dard dark matter halos, they however produce much
stronger astrometric microlensing signatures (Li et al.
2012). By searching for microlensing events due to
UCMHs in the Milky Way, Theia will provide a new
probe of inflation. A search for astrometric signa-
tures of UCMHs in the Gaia dataset could constrain
the amplitude of the primordial power spectrum to be
less than about 10�5 on scales around 2 kpc (Li et al.
2012). Fig. 2.8 shows that with its higher astrometric
precision, Theia would provide more than an order of
magnitude higher sensitivity to UCMHs, and around
four orders of magnitude greater mass coverage than
Gaia. These projections are based on 8000 hr of ob-
servations of 10 fields in the Milky Way disc, observed
three times a year, assuming that the first year of data is
reserved for calibrating stellar proper motions against
which to look for lensing perturbations. Fig. 2.9 shows
that Theia would test the primordial spectrum of per-
turbations down to scales as small as 700 pc, and im-
prove on the expected limits from Gaia by over an or-
der of magnitude at larger scales.

The results will be independent of the DM nature,
as astrometric microlensing depends on gravity only,
unlike other constraints at similar scales based on dark
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Korsch on-axis TMA telescope with controlled optical aberrations

80cm primary mirror

Mission duration : 4yr (built for 8 yrs)

Structures: SiC or Si3N4

Optics: Zerodur, ULE or Sitall

4 mirrors 



weakly interacting massive particle
how do we know? 
from structures!

mDM & 3keV

with CUT-OFF!
WDM

Understanding the nature of DM

… ?
Not necessarily.  
Data should tell!



Conclusion
DM can have interactions

DM interactions do change the local properties
(even when primordial)

DM interactions can change H0


